
Wedding Photography Packages

All of these packages can be altered to meet your requirements – ask for a quote if 
you want something different.
 

Birch – £675

For the smaller wedding, coverage for maximum of 5 hours, usually from the start of 
the ceremony onwards.
All images are then carefully edited in colour, black & white, toned and more.
Every photograph is delivered at high resolution, on a USB, in a presentation box 
along with ‘web’ sized images for sharing on social media.
Access to a secure online gallery where you can share photos with friends and family 
and order a range of prints and wall art – including a free £50 print voucher.

Rowan – £1175

All day coverage of your day (up to 12 hours) which can include:
Getting ready, the arrival of guests, the ceremony, relaxing afterwards, the reception, 
the meal, the speeches, the cake, the first dance and farewells.
All images are then carefully edited in colour, black & white, toned and more.
Every photograph is delivered at high resolution, on a USB, in a presentation box 
along with ‘web’ sized images for sharing on social media.
Access to a secure online gallery where you can share photos with friends and family 
and order a range of prints and wall art – including a free £100 print voucher.



Oak – £1475

Pre-wedding photoshoot at a time and location of your choice, for up to 2 hours.
All day coverage of your day (up to 12 hours) which can include:
Getting ready, the arrival of guests, the ceremony, relaxing afterwards, the reception, 
the meal, the speeches, the cake, the first dance and farewells.
All images are then carefully edited in colour, black & white, toned and more.
Every photograph is delivered at high resolution, on a USB, in a presentation box 
along with ‘web’ sized images for sharing on social media.
Access to a secure online gallery where you can share photos with friends and family 
and order a range of prints and wall art – including a free £150 print voucher.
Large format photo-book (approx. 33cm x 28cm) with around 100 pages and 
200-300 photos included.

Photo-books

I can put together a beautiful, large format, photo-book of your day for you.
Around 100 pages containing 200-300 photos from the day for £195.
Additional photo-books, sizes and prices are also available.



Other options & destinations – ask!

If you have other requirements, whatever they are, then I can probably do it. I have 
photographed weddings across Scotland and the islands, England, Norway and Ibiza 
so if you have a destination in mind tell me what your plans are and we can work out 
the details.

 
‘We just wanted to say a HUGE thanks for taking such wonderful photos on our wedding 
day.  You really captured our day and all the people that shared it with us.  Your relaxed but 
fun personality was great!  Thanks for the memories!’ Kelly and Susanne

A deposit of £200 is required to secure any booking with full payment required one 
week prior to the wedding day.


